Cancer - 2011
General :The New Year 2011 for Cancer zodiac sign born would help to learn new skills to discover more about
you. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer says you have a remarkable year 2011 ahead provided
you take advantage of the given opportunities. Your good management skills supplemented by
positive approach would enable to achieve professional targets. Most of your ambitious plans are
likely to be executed. In the year 2011 you would be performing at your best in multiple areas of your
life. Success is strongly indicated on using professional expertise to solve stumbling blocks in your
path. Cancer sun sign born will in all probability witness cordial atmosphere at domestic front. You
would get appreciation by working most of the work for society. Cancer zodiac sign born must plan to
achiever goal and vision and use this precious tool to make your future. Good news is that your
calculated professional moves would show positive results as the Year (2011) progresses.
Love and Relationships :HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that your love/relationship will give you positive
indication in this year 2011. Your Partner will be too supportive and would give you right guidelines
and help you in whatever the problem you would face. If you are bachelor you would come in contact
with your partner during the months of March to May 2011. Your love life may face some testing times
in beginning. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices you to tackle the situation patiently and
tactically. Don't take any hasty decision. Maintain cordial relations with everyone to avoid
misunderstanding. Cancer sun sign born will be full of optimism and ideas and is the ripe time to try
out whatever is on your mind being it works projects or even romance. Social gatherings and personal
relationships are favored for the Cancer zodiac sign born in the year 2011. Marital life and relationship
in general will be stable and happy for you. You would feel that you have achieved paradise on falling
in love with a dazzling beauty/handsome guy. You would manage to keep passions high, which
makes your relationship sparkle and sizzle. Cancer sun sign born who have remained untouched by
this powerful emotion so far, have a chance that some of you might experience a romantic encounter
of different kind. Circumstances could force to take the help of flirting to succeed in love life. Those
trying to bathe in the sea of love for the first time will have to work patiently to get positive results.
During the month of November to December 2011 this period will be good for marriage prospect with
your lover.

Work/Profession, Career/Business :The year of the 2011 will be good period for promotion and would you get some title and rewards.
Your senior will be appreciating as well as would give you necessary support but beware of your
enemies. HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer advices – keep a vigil in the business to save
yourself from cheating. Give top priority needs and plan in a proper manner. The general indications
for career are very good. In business Cancer sun sign born shall be able to earn recognition in
market. Businesspersons should be very cautious during the months of April to May 2011. Monetary
gains in the form of shares dividend improves financial health in later part of the year 2011. Investing
for further income would be a wise option. Cancer zodiac sign born will be able to accumulate a
reasonable surplus which you should try to convert into long term investment and savings.
HOROSCOPE SOLUTIONS Astrologer predicts that those doing business shall be able to develop
new contacts. Your ability to take risks would even impress the hardest of your critics. New
opportunities will open up for Cancer zodiac sign born in business. Students will be busy with studies,
preparing for the forthcoming examinations. You are likely to be serious and studious. Your hard work
is liable to bear fruit. Business person might take stiff competition and they will be interested in
business or politics. You shall work for the welfare of society also. There are likely to be difficulties
over legal matters in September 2011. In business the projects would give you long term benefits and
for this you must put in all your efforts to make it a success. Further benefit by your competitive nature
which would enable to win any contest you enter. Cancer sun sign born have to make strenuous
efforts to bring personal and professional matters to a satisfactory point. Influential people would be

supportive and extremely helpful in the year 2011. Some auspicious ceremony shall take place at
your
home.

Family and social Life :The New Year of 2011 would give you happiness and prosperity and your most of the dream may
come true and Cancer zodiac sign born would share personal view with partner as well as with their
families. Cancer people will enjoy all comforts and happiness and it is necessary for you to react
sometime in innovative way. It would be useful to keep a pragmatic and stable approach for the social
and family life in this year. Some circumstance would give Cancer sun sign born advantage in
relations. Most of the relative will visit your home this year. Solving the problems in a mutual way will
help Cancerians to bring back the relation to the earlier levels.

Health :The Year of 2011 for Cancer health would need your little attention. Obesity and diabetes may create
some health-related problems forcing you to postpone your important assignments. One negative
thing about all Cancer is that they are more prone to minor health complications and ailments. During
the month of April to June 2011 those already facing health problems will get some respite in later.
Further try to keep mind at ease because this will enable you to improve thinking power. Health brings
unexpected joy on maintaining a distance from problems for the Cancer sun sign born. In fact, it would
enable you to participate in outdoor activities. During the month of September to November 2011
someone in your family may become an issue of concern. You will have to take some extra care of
your health and might visit to a doctor. At later you will maintain normalcy on health point.
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